Think about the books that you have read. Which character do you think displays the greatest amount of empathy?

River - "USERNAME: REGENERATED"

How does your character show empathy?

He helps a monster who tried to kill him. The monster is stuck underneath lots of trees and boulders. He then helps the monster by making him a house and a food source and a water purifier.

How did your character's actions affect others?

He made the monster feel like it had a friend and he helped it live. Which made him healthier and safer.

Write a 6 sentence paragraph, persuading your teacher that the character you have chosen deserves to win THE EMPATHYS.

I genuinely think that River should win the empathy award because he is an amazing book character that cares about all living beings, even if they hurt him, stole from him, or tried to kill him. To be honest, I think that he is as brave as an army man going to war against a powerful country. Additionally he helped the monster who tried to kill him out of a catastrophic accident that would crush any human who got into it. After that he gave the monster an identity (A name) and helped him start a new safe life. Surely someone as extraordinary as River would deserve the empathy award, so why shouldn’t he get it?